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Cavity wall insulation
Reduced heating bills – and warmer homes
Cavity wall insulation can pay for itself
quickly through substantial savings on
your heating bills. For professional
installers, the job is simple and quick
(about two hours) and makes little mess.
If your home was built from the 1930s onwards, the chances
are that its external walls are made of two ‘skins’ with a
small gap between them. This means they are ‘cavity walls’
and the gap between them can be filled with insulating
material to slow the rate of heat loss to the outside.

Cost
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How much will cavity wall insulation save me?
£500 (typical)

Annual saving

£190

Payback time

3 years (typical)

CO2 saving per year

831kg

Not a DIY job. Cavity wall insulation should always be
carried out by a registered installer (see box overleaf)

NB These are estimated figures based on a gas-heated, 3-bed semi. For
larger homes, or those heated by electricity or oil, the savings will be
significantly higher.

Generally speaking, your home will be suitable for cavity
wall insulation if:
• The external walls are unfilled cavity walls.
• The masonry and/or brick work is in good condition.
• The cavity is at least 50mm wide (some forms of
insulation are suitable for cavities as narrow as 35mm).
To find out whether your home has cavity walls, look at the
brick work. A cavity wall normally has brick work in a regular
pattern (the left-hand illustration below). A solid (non-cavity)
wall shows the bricks alternating in a long-short-long-short
pattern (called ‘stretchers’ and ‘headers’). If you can’t see the
brickwork, a surveyor can find out if there is a cavity by
drilling a small exploratory hole into the wall.

Cavity wall

Solid wall

The most common insulation material is polystyrene beads.
These are small, extremely light and very effective at keeping
heat in the home.
The normal installation method is to drill a series of small,
regularly spaced holes, each around 25mm (1 inch) across,
through the outside wall and into the cavity. The beads are
blown into the cavity through these holes which are then
refilled.
Other insulation materials include mineral fibre and
expanding foam, though these are less efficient and
consequently less common.
If you have a conservatory, garage, car port or similar then it
can be difficult to reach the external walls using a ladder,
and scaffolding may be required. This will add to the cost of
the work. It is possible to inject the insulation into the cavity
from the side, but this requires diffirent equipment that not
all installers possess.

You may be eligible for a grant
for cavity wall insulation.
Call us on 0300 003 4575.
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Does cavity wall insulation cause damp?

A few ways to cut your electricity
and gas use, and save money ...

Many people, including some building professionals, believe
that wall cavities should never be filled and that insulating
cavity walls will inevitably lead to ‘damp bridging’ (e.g.
moisture from outside permeating through the filled wall).
But this is simply not true. Of around 4m UK homes that
have had cavity wall insulation retro-fitted, only a tiny
number subsequently developed problems with water
penetration, and where this has occurred this is usually due
to pre-existing defects in the construction of the property.

Keep the oven door shut as much as
possible; every time you open it, nearly a
quarter of the heat escapes.
Give your clothes a day in the sun; and
give your tumble drier a break. Clothes
dried in the fresh air feel great.
Buying a new appliance? Look out
for the Energy Saving Trust ‘recommended’ logo.

Defects, like cracks or pre-existing damp problems can easily
be spotted by a competent assessor and can usually be
remedied, meaning that the walls can be insulated and
damp problems avoided.

Wait until you have a full load in your
dishwasher or washing machine before
doing a wash. Two half-loads use more
energy than one full load.
Sleep tight. Make sure all the lights are
turned off when you go to bed. You can get
low-wattage night lights for children’s
rooms or landings.

While the vast majority of houses in the UK are suitable for
cavity wall insulation, there are some that are not, usually
for one of the following reasons:
• Poor maintenance or structural issues (e.g. cracks in the
walls).

More energy-saving advice at www.cse.org.uk/advice

• Cavity widths of less than 50mm (though some ‘hard-totreat’ cavities of 35-50mm can be insulated).
• Cavities with dirty wall-ties or partially filled with rubble.
• Exposed locations, particularly those that experience
persistent wind-driven rain.
• Overflowing or blocked guttering.
In these cases, and where no remedial action is possible,
cavity wall insulation should not be installed.

Guarantee for peace of mind
A reputable installer of cavity wall
insulation will be registered with
the Cavity Insulation Guarantee
Agency (www.ciga.co.uk). The
CIGA guarantee is for 25 years and
covers problems that are caused
by faulty or inappropriate
installation. If you have cavity wall
insulation already and are worried
that there is a problem with it
then you can contact CIGA to
check whether your guarantee is
still in place.

NB: Filling cavity walls is not a DIY job. It should always be
carried out by a registered installer who is a member of the
National Insulation Association (NIA), the Cavity Insulation
Guarantee Agency (CIGA), or the British Board of Agrément. You
should also make sure that your installer is signed up to a code of
professional practice like those provided by the NIA, and that the
installation is guaranteed for 25 years by CIGA.

Warm & Safe Wiltshire helps
people in Wiltshire live in warmer,
safer and healthier homes.
Our help line is open 9-5pm Monday-Friday and offers
advice on:
•
•
•
•

Insulation & draught proofing
Damp and condensation
Switching energy suppliers
Grants & schemes

• Heating systems & controls

• Understanding fuel bills
• Fuel debt
• Fire safety

We also offer free home visits to eligible residents.

Find out more

Call 0300 003 4575
Or email: warmandsafe@wiltshire.gov.uk
Warm & Safe Wiltshire is provided by Wiltshire Council and
Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service and their partners.

This is one in a series of leaflets to help people save energy at home and live in a warmer and
healthier house, based on an original by the Centre for Sustainable Energy (www.cse.org.uk).

